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Abstract: A MHO computer code whiCh has been tested and :im~ved 

by comparison with high beta theta pinch experiments was used 

to calculate the decay of linear plasmas fulfilling La .... sons's 

criterion. The necessary lengths turn ou t to be about twice as 

long as estimated from simple formulas. 

1 . Introduction. The gr e "t theoretical, expcl-i"'"",Ldl and tech

nical problems connected with high-beta-toroidal equilibri a On 

the one side and the idea of heating favorably linear plasmas 

by laser or electron beams on the o ther side have brought up 

again the question whether theta pinch like plasmas of great 

length could be used for approaching the Lawson criterion. 

The necessary length Lo of a linear system in o rder to contain 

a plasma for a time T is usually calculatcd by assuming a flow 

velocity equal t o the thermal velocity v
th

• Thus Lo becomes 

La · 2 vthT. For fulfilling Lawsons cri terion the time T istaken 

from Lawsodscontainment parameter for a suitable plasma density 

and temperature. Her eby it is assumed that a plasma of homoge

neous temperature and density is contained over the time 1 and 

then instantly lossed . In a real device, however, the plasma 

would decay continuously from the beginning by expansion and 

rare-fac t ion waves. 

The Garching Isar 11 linear theta pinch experiment was used the 

recent years for studying in detail the energy balance within 

the plasma and for analysing plasma mass and energy losses. 11_ 

long with the experimental investigations a two dimensional r,Z 

MHO computer code has been developed which allowed a correct in

terpretation of the observations. 

This code has been used to carry out computations for theta _ 

pinches long enough to fulfil Lawson'S energy balance. In t he 

following a short description of the capability of the r,z code 

is given before the results and conclusions from long system 

calcu lations are discussed. 

2. The computer code and the compaz-ison with experiments . The 

code is based on r,z,t dependent hydromagnetic equations with 

isotropic electron pressure and ani sotz-opic ion pressuz-e. Infi

nite electrical conductivity is assumed but heat conduction is 

taken into account. Collisional relaxation of ion anisotz-opy is 

included. 1\ detail led description of the model is given by 

Schneider /1/. 

Experiments with the one meter, 500 kJ, the ta pinch Isar 11 

were used for comparison with calculations. In order to exclude 

uncertainties in the beginning of the discharges, like unknown 

anomalous resistance, the calculations were starte d with ini

tial conditions as measured 0.8 or 1.0 microsecond after igni

tion of the discharges. For the boundary conditions at the end 

of the field coil free flow into~acuum was taken. electron den

sities ",nd mass losses Were determined exper i mentillly by inter 

ferometry and l",ser light scattering . electron temperatures 

were obtained from laser light scattering. Diamagnetic signals 

and neutron flux rates allowed conclusions on ion temperatures . 

1111 computed dependences followed the measured quantities with

in the limits of experimental errors. The results of these in 

vestigations are described in /2/ . 

l. Computational extrapolation to long plasmas capable of mee~ 

ing Lawson's criterion. The results described above gave confi

dence to use the code for calculating the decay of a hot reac

tinq 0-1' plalJma in a long solenoid . The cillculations were star 

ted with an homogeneous isotropic plasma consi8 ting of half 

deuterium and hillf tritium ions and electrons. For the initial 

p l asma temperature a temperature close to that of the reaction 

parameter maximum was taken, usually 15 keV for all constitu

ents. The radial dimension could be chosen arbitrarily because 

instabilities and diffusion lire not described by the model due 

to rotationill symmetry and infinite conductivity. a-particle ~ 

laxlltion -i.e heating- could be included. The fusion reaction 

energy and 8remsstrahlung losses were c",lculated . Calculations 

were carried out for ~-values between 10 ",nd 60 percent . each 

computlltion WlI8 carried on until the total reaction energy be-
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came constant within less than one percent accuracy, 

The length L, necessary for fulfilment of L",wso~criterion , was 

found by iteration and interpolation of calculations carried 

through with different lengths. Typical results for an initial 

plasma density of 1017 cm-J and 15 keV temperature within a two 

kilometer long coil are shown in Fig.l and 2. Fig.l shows den

sity and temperature decay inthe midplane of the coil. The rise 

of temperature until 0.5 msec is due to a-particle heating. For 

ccmparison the temperature decay without a-particle heating is 

shown (dashed curve). In Fig.2 the tot~l plasma energy Eplasma 

within the coil, the energy loss ",t the ends Elos s ' the energy 

gained through g-particles ea and one third(efficiency '? .. l/l) 

of the tusion reaction energy(without a-energy) are given ver

sus time. q ~ 22.2 HeV reaction energy per fusion event was used. 

Le.poslJible trit ium breeding reaction in the blanket has been 

taken into account . Bremsstrahlung losses amounted to not more 

than five percent of the reaction energy carried by the g'S and 

were negligible therefore . 

In order to see the influence of axial thermal conduction, cases 

with zero and ten times amplified conductivity were calculated 

and compared with the normal case. In the "normal" case the plas

ma temperature is clearly burdened by thermal conduction. 

The essential results and conclusions are shown by Fig .3. 1111 

curves in Fig . l repreaent parallel straight linea on double lo

garithmic scale . This is a consequence of the fact that the dis

cussed re",ction, heat diffusion and equipartition processes are 

determined by binary collisions. These processes compete with 

the axial flow and a comparison of all characteriotic timeawi!:h 

the flaw time lead to a acaling nL a:: f (T) • 

'rhe length Lo estimated from Lawson' s containment parameter and 

thermal ion velocities turns out to be by a factor two too short 

compared with mOre realistic flow calculations. If ,however , a

particle heating and finite ~ effects (~~l) are included the 

length L approaches Lo' The first keeps up the reaction tempera

ture and the second leads to effective mirrors at the ends.There

fore one cannot simply argue to reduce Lo furt her by applying rni:r>

rors . 
The other curves in Fig.) seperate regions of isotropic and 

anisot ropic plasma pressure and r egions in which thermal con

duction prevail. The boundaries are easily foun d if the c ha

racteristic times of the processes -i.e. equipartition and 

thermal diffus ion time -are set equal to the axial flow time. 

Thereafter a plasma, long enough to fulfil Lawson ' a criterion, 

is isotropic and cloae to the boundary, where the flow proper

ties begin to dominate over heat conduction losses. The magni

tude of the compressing magnetic field B(for ~ • 1) is also 

shown in Fig.3 in order to illustrate the technical problems. 

Budkar and coworkers /l/ proposed a bumpy magnetic field struc

ture and derived a frictional force acting on the axial flow 

from kinetic theory . Preliminary calculations including this 

fr iction term showed indeed a throttling of the f low but the 

effect upon the reduction of the length was considerably smal

ler than predicted in reference Ill. 
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